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github enaqx awesome pentest a collection of awesome - a collection of awesome penetration testing resources tools
and other shiny things enaqx awesome pentest, def con 19 hacking conference speakers - started in 1992 by the dark
tangent defcon is the world s longest running and largest underground hacking conference hackers corporate it
professionals and three letter government agencies all converge on las vegas every summer to absorb cutting edge hacking
research from the most brilliant minds in the world and test their skills in contests of hacking might, cnit 127 exploit
development sam bowne - catalog description learn how to find vulnerabilities and exploit them to gain control of target
systems including linux windows mac and cisco, hacker tools top ten list of 2018 nmap wireshark - metasploit
penetration testing software vulnerability exploitation tool cost of tool free paid the metasploit project is a hugely popular
pentesting or hacking framework, pay what you want the ultimate white hat hacker 2018 - pay what you want the
ultimate white hat hacker 2018 bundle master the essential ethical hacking tools tricks 67 hours to launch an ethical hacking
career in 2018, black hat usa 2015 briefings - the lifecycle of a revolution in the early days of the public internet we
believed that we were helping build something totally new a world that would leave behind the shackles of age of race of
gender of class even of law, def con 25 hacking conference workshops - taught by bastille linux creator jay beale this
hands on workshop will teach you to use apparmor to contain an attack on any program running on the system and to use
modsecurity to protect a web application from compromise you will be given a vulnerable command line program and a
vulnerable web, cybrary online cyber security training free forever - or it career for free get free training then land your
next job join the free learning revolution now confidently be guided down the path towards your next job and a new career 2
out of 3 cyber professionals are seeking career development programs on cybrary to take the next step in their, free online
webinars events netcom learning webinars - netcom learning provides a series of live and interactive free training
webinars to get in depth understanding of the emerging technologies these webinars are a great opportunity to engage with
our subject matter experts in order to enhance your knowledge and skillset in a virtual environment, black hat usa 2014
briefings - 48 dirty little secrets cryptographers don t want you to know over the past year more than 10 000 people
participated in the matasano crypto challenges a staged learning exercise where participants implemented 48 different
attacks against realistic cryptographic constructions, a detailed guide on oscp preparation from newbie to oscp - if you
are a newbie in penetration testing and afraid of oscp preparation do not worry even i was once an amateur before starting
on my oscp journey, kali linux cookbook willie l pritchett david de smet - willie l pritchett willie l pritchett has a master s
in business administration he is a seasoned developer and security enthusiast who has over 20 years of experience in the it
fi eld, penetration testing a hands on introduction to hacking - georgia weidman is a penetration tester and researcher
as well as the founder of bulb security a security consulting firm she presents at conferences around the world including
black hat shmoocon and derbycon and teaches classes on topics such as penetration testing mobile hacking and exploit
development, atc us army mil - 60 61 611 612 62 621 622 65 651 652 66 661 64 641 67 671 63 631 632 40 42 421 422 43
431 41 411 44 441 45 451 46 461 70 73 731 71 711 712 72 722
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